Managing Security Incidents:
A Workflow Template for Your Team

Building an Incident Workflow
for Your Security Team
With over 1,000 customers it’s safe to
say that we’ve seen our fair share of
security incident workflows. From simple
operations managing a handful of incidents
to global brands managing thousands of
employees, customers and incidents every
day, an incident workflow helps security
teams ensure that they are creating a safer
and more secure organization.

incident. A few variables to consider
when designing workflows are size of
the organization, industry, stakeholders
involved, required reporting, and much
more. Even within an organization, not
every incident will be able to go through
the same process. Depending on the
incident type or category, there is potential
to skip through some of these steps.

We’ve found that there isn’t a one size
fits all model for creating workflows that
effectively respond to every security

Based on what we’ve learned by working
with hundreds of security leaders, we’ve
developed an incident workflow template

for corporate security teams. While every
instance is different, this a great framework
to get you started thinking about the
various stages that could be involved in a
single incident.
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Understanding the Diagram
The workflow uses the terminology
as it appears in our Incident and
Investigations Management Software.
Creation:
The incident is created and/or
recorded. The data required in
submission will help determine the
next steps and the workflow that the
incident should follow.
Draft:
This is when the incident details
are being filled out but hasn’t been
submitted yet. This is less of a step
and more of a phase before the
incident moves to its next stage.
Triage:
The stage when the incident is being
reviewed by the security team before
being approved as an actual incident.
In the triage phase, the security
team is collecting all of the relevant
information to open the incident which
could mean going back to the original
submitter for more details, connecting
with other team members, etc.

Open:
In the open phase the incident is
active and is assigned to a security
team member for examination and
resolution.

Incident Management Workflow Template

Under Investigation:
If the incident requires more
information, it will move to the
investigations stage. This is generally
assigned to a designated investigator
for further review.
Review:
The review step is added if there is
a process in place where a manager
has to sign off on the incident being
adequately handled.
Archived:
This is the final stage when incidents
have been reviewed, managed and
resolved.

*see page 15 for printable version
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First Things First
Before you can even begin to map out
your workflow, you need to be actively
capturing incidents. While this may seem
simple enough, for large organizations
this could mean thousands of events
daily across multiple locations. Whether
incidents are tracked through a tool
like Resolver or by a manual process,
security teams without a consistent
way of recording incidents are unable
to prioritize and respond to events,
therefore leaving their organization open
to potentially unnecessary risk.

Once you’ve started capturing incidents,
the next step is identifying the common
incident types in your organization.
Identifying common incident types is
generally done by analyzing the number
of incidents recorded and grouping
them. When we start working with
new customers, we oftentimes provide
them with a sample list of the most
common incidents that we’ve seen in
organizations. Of course, this varies
depending on industry or geography, but
to help paint the picture, here are some

of the top incidents types our customers
currently track:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Security
Criminal
Cyber
Facility
Property
Business
disruption

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Accident
Injury
Safety
Emergency
Theft
Employee

*The most frequent incident types reported are facility,
employee, cyber and safety related, but the most severe
are business disruption, safety, facility and employee
related incidents.
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As teams look to build out their
workflows to determine how each
incident will be managed, it’s crucial
for them to categorize and classify
their incidents. This process, while
challenging at first, will ultimately
save the team in the long run. The
difficulty in categorizing incidents
is that many teams don’t know
where to begin, especially if their
incidents are recorded and managed
in documents or spreadsheets. Even
if the team is aware of the types of
incidents that they are currently or
should be tracking, without proper
categorization the data is often
rendered useless.

fact that the backpack contained
several items that could be found
and returned on their own without
the actual backpack – meaning
that the theft is technically much
more than they first recorded. We
recommend creating more general
categories, like “theft”, which
encompasses several incident types.
Through categorization, security
teams are able to create impactful
workflows that will help to eliminate
the possibility of over investing time
and resources responding to every
incident reported.

Take a theft incident for example.
The security team probably knows
that they are tracking theft, but if
they don’t classify beyond that, or
equally as problematic, over-classify,
they could be missing key details of
the incident. Let’s say that the theft is
categorized specifically as “backpack
theft” but the backpack actually
contains a wallet, a cellphone, and a
set of keys. By creating such specific
categorization, they’re missing the
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KISS: Keep Incident Submission Simple
Building awareness of every incident occurring
in your organization is the most important part
of the incident management process. Here are
a few ways to collect this information:

1

Automating what you can with
detection systems (access
control, monitoring key words in
communications and social media,
exception monitoring in transaction
systems, etc.)

When gathering data from systems you need
to look at integration between those systems
and your central incident management
repository to help manage and streamline the
process. Typically, these systems will generate
larger volumes of incidents.
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Crowdsourcing it from the people
working with your organization every
day (employees, contractors, visitors,
or in some cases the general public).

With crowdsourcing, the results can vary
widely, so the biggest challenge here is
educating users how to report, while instilling
the right motivation to encourage adoption.
To encourage submissions, you need to know

the audience you are after and find the right
channels for communication.
For simple or non-severe incidents, tracking
may be the entire job. But as the number and
severity of incidents increases, teams will need
to move beyond tracking to addressing and
resolving incidents.
The first part of building a successful workflow
process is building the awareness of the team
that will have responsibilities as the event
moves forward. Building out this process
includes an educational component for the
groups involved, this will help to build a culture
of safety and security. Each team must be clear
of the expectations of them as the incident
moves through the flow. How quickly should
an event move through the flow? What is the
expected timeline of each stage? How is their
performance being measured as it relates to
those metrics?
In our experience, the best practice for
workflow creation is to keep it simple.
You might have diversions based on more
serious or sensitive incidents, or the need
for investigation, data retention, etc., but
generally the process should remain as flat and
repeatable as possible.
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“

There is a trade-off between getting more detail and the number of submissions
you receive. We recommend keeping submission as simple as possible to encourage
a higher volume of reports and using the triage step to fill in any information gaps.

”
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Portal Entry & Triage
Whether you’re collecting contact details or links, the way that you gather data is going
to be dependent on the volume, severity, and number of sources that you are expecting.
For:

You might:

Urgent Incidents

Create a hotline so that the submitter can speak directly to a person.

Multiple Sources

Enable widespread access to incident submission through email.

Sensitive Matters

Provide the submitter the option to remain anonymous to protect them from
possible ramifications.

Complex incidents/
Improving how you
collect key information

Drive submissions through an electronic form that guides users through the
process.
*This includes several other considerations like how much time will someone
spend before they abandon the submission and fail to report, can they
access it from mobile or limited network access*

The more people you have reporting
incidents, the more complete the picture
you’ll be able to build about the types of
incidents that your organization is facing.
The more complete the picture, the more
time you have to get ahead of any issues
that they might cause and will allow you
to make more data-driven decisions.
But unfortunately, getting incident details
submitted is only half the battle. To ensure

that incidents continue to be reported
as they happen, there must be a quick
review process where action is taken,
and incidents are resolved as quickly
as possible. This will help to develop
confidence in the overall process and build
a culture for consistent incident reporting.

“

By making the submission
process easy and
accessible, you are likely to
receive a lot of reports that
will then need to be quickly
reviewed and processed
in order to determine next
steps in the process.

”
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“

To ensure timely action every report should ideally be reviewed
within 24 hours of receiving it.

A portal is a great way to streamline
the incident submission process. With a
portal, anyone with access to it is able to
submit incidents as they happen. Portals
typically require much less information
because once submitted it can move
to the triage phase, which allows the
security team to review the details
provided and follow-up to see if there
is any additional information needed to
move forward.
During the triage process, the assignee
should be able to quickly classify the
incident and assign a severity and look for

key indicators that may require additional
process. The triage owner must also
identify duplicates, remove inapplicable
submissions or anything that is too vague.
In some cases, they may need to contact
the reporting party and ask for more
details or clarify conflicting statements.

”

An important metric to consider in the
triage process is the amount of time
between the date the incident was
reported to the date is was assigned to
a designated team member. This will
help identify areas of improvement as it
relates to the efficiency of your incident
submission and triage process.

Typically, in the triage process the receiver
is able to review, accept, open or close
incidents. They must also be able to
communicate with the submitter (if the
portal is not anonymous) if they require
additional information before moving
forward.
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Escalating
an Incident
If there is an incident that requires a more
in-depth look, it could get passed to another team
member for further exploration. This could be as
simple as collecting missing data to answer questions
or a more in-depth investigation that may require
evidence gathering and possibly witness interviews.
If deemed severe, the data required to address the
incident must be enriched to add in key factors such
as items for thefts, vehicles involved or any other
evidence or assets that have to be analyzed as part
of the event. At this point, the team has to look
beyond the number of incidents to better understand
what happened and how to take action.

“

Adding in a step for potential litigation is critical for teams to
consider. While most incidents most likely won’t have to go through
this process, you’ll want your team reviewing the incident for any
potential legal issues like if there is anything currently or expected
to be under litigation.

”

The investigation step of the flow is generally used
by organizations that have a designated person
that looks after investigations. This person or team
is focused on ensuring that if an investigation is
opened, that all relevant pieces of information are
captured and available. They’ll also make the call
about whether or not this needs to be escalated
beyond their usual process which might include
involving other teams like HR, legal, etc.
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“

As highlighted in the diagram, we suggest a few
critical points of communication throughout the
overall process

”

Notifications & assigning tasks:
Moving through the workflow
While metrics of success will vary between
organizations, one thing is for sure, the
success of the workflow is dependent on
how the security team responds. The only
way for the incident to move through the
various stages and to different owners is
a clear, defined communication process.
Whether this is through email, instant
messenger or a shared document, task
owners must be clear on how they will
receive notification for action and how

they should be communicating next steps
for the rest of the team.
In many organizations this is done through
unintuitive and often disjointed systems,
which can lead to miscommunication,
missed notifications and worst of all,
unmanaged events. Aside from the
obvious challenges of ensuring that the
proper parties are notified when action
is required, in this method it’s difficult to

report on overall effectiveness of the team
if there isn’t a central location where all
information is being stored.
That’s why leading security teams often
use a software solution like Resolver,
because it ensures that tasks are triggered,
and the team is notified when they need
to be but can also be effectively tracked
throughout the process.
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Measure, Report & Repeat
Within the incident workflow, there are many
opportunities for teams to measure their
overall effectiveness and impact on their
business. By providing concrete metrics of
their efforts, security teams are able to not
only prove the value of their work but have
the opportunity to justify spend on other
areas of improvement.
Here is a sample list of key metrics that
we recommend reporting on:
The time it takes between an event occurring
and when it was reported. This metric will
highlight whether the incident management
program is effective – are people adopting
the submission process?
How long does it take for an incident to
move from submission to review?
How quickly did it move through the triage
process?
How many incidents are happening per day,
week, month, etc.?

The key metrics that you report on will
be specific to the needs and high areas of
impact to your business. For example, a
large global manufacturer will want to know
how many incidents took place across their
various locations and the types of incidents
that are most frequent. If there is a specific
initiative that they are working towards, they
will definitely measure that incident more
closely. If employee property theft is one
of their biggest identified risks, they might
be measuring the number of employee bag
checks they conduct against the number of
thefts that they catch by conducting these
searches.
Finally, your process should be designed to
include a report to stakeholders. This could
mean detailed reports, high-level summaries
or periodic updates on the metrics that they
care about. This notification should clearly
communicate the details of the incident,
parties involved, corrective actions (if taken)
and next steps.

What types of incidents are taking place
more often and in which location?
What are the response times for incidents
that require immediate action?
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“

Overall, you’re measuring the effectiveness of
not only the team, but the entire process and
the impact of your efforts to the organization.

”
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Automating the
Workflow Process
Depending on the type or severity of the
incident, you want the incident workflow
process to be as short and repeatable as
possible, while not overlooking important

factors and taking enough time to identify
opportunities to improve and prevent
future incidents.

To implement a successful incident management workflow, we recommend
that security teams:
Identify key incidents and categorize
them by type.
Decide on an incident submission and
capture method or tool.
Implement a triage process so that the
security team can verify all submissions.
Outline the escalation process and
the responsibilities of each of the
stakeholders involved.

Create a clear communication process
that specifically outlines the expectations
of each person involved, including SLAs,
timelines and review steps.
Measure effectiveness, produce reports,
and streamline processes.

Resolver has worked with hundreds of
organizations to help them move from
manual and difficult to manage workflows
to more sophisticated models that ensure
full coverage from incident submission to
resolution. They’ve been able to identify
incident categories and create workflows
that are specific to the needs of each.
While it’s possible to successfully manage
a manual workflow process, our customers
leverage Resolver’s workflow capabilities
to ensure that no steps are missed. With a
few clicks, users are able to move incidents
through to the appropriate stage and
trigger notifications to alert stakeholders of
required actions.
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Incident Management Workflow Template
Creation

Submit

Create

Send email to:
Save as Draft

Draft
Send email to:

Return

Triage

Archive

Send email to:

Is a review
required?

No

Send email to:

Submit

Send email to:

Return to Triage

Open

Close incident

Yes
Send email to:

Investigation is Required

Open Investigation

Under Investigation
Complete Investigation

Is a review required?

No

Yes
Send email to:

Yes

Review

Was a review
required?

No
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